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ABOUT THE COVER

The flamingo� the country’s national bird is one of the many rare

birds that live and nest on Inagua Island� At times the flamingo’s

population numbers between ������ and ������ birds� During

December and January each year flamingos from all corners of the

Caribbean journey to Inagua to mate� build nests� and lay eggs� An

image of the bird positioned amidst rays of sunshine� green corn

stalks� and sparkling blue waters form the major feature in the

Bank’s logo�
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To finance economically viable Small and Medium

Enterprises in a sustainable manner and

to foster economic expansion and diversification

throughout The Bahamas.

MISSION STATEMENT

• To make a significant and balanced
contribution to diversifying our national

economy

• To be well managed financially

• To be staffed with skilled and motivated
employees

• To deliver the highest level of customer
service

OUR OBJECTIVES
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With a customer base of about 1200, the Bank’s assets increased by
6.5% to $55.9 million dollars inclusive of loans receivable which
increased by 4.4% in 2005. Interest income increased by 18% to
over $5.0 million dollars, resulting in an operating profit and a
significant decline of $2.1 million dollars in the net overall loss
of the Bank. Management accepted the challenge of the Board,
as these results were partly made possible by the reduction
of non-performing loans to 38.5%, down from 49.9% in 2004.

In developing approved small business, the Bank has a unique
statutory mandate: (i) to grant loans and other financial
assistance to Bahamians; and (ii) generally to give advice and
technical assistance to such persons. Added to this, the
minister responsible for the Bank, the Minister of Finance,
The Right Honourable Perry G. Christie, Prime Minister, has
given his policy direction that the Bank should become more
relevant and helpful to small businesses.

It is with these mandates in mind that the bank through its Business
Advisory Services Unit in conjunction with the College of The
Bahamas, and the Caribbean Development Bank, has taken the BDB and
its Board to the people by holding town meetings and business development
seminars in each of the family Islands.

This proactive approach has yielded immediate dividends by way of loan applications
and in planting the seeds of entrepreneurship in the Family Islands. It has also
contributed, along with the Government’s demonstrated commitment to the
development of the small business sector by the establishment of The Venture
Capital Fund, The Domestic Investments Board, and the revitalization of BAIC, to
the recent decision of some commercial banks to establish specific staff and funding
for the express purpose of lending for the development of small businesses.

In 2005, Parliament unanimously approved its guarantee for the Bank to issue a
further series of bonds in the amount, of twenty five million dollars ($25,000,000)
which the Bank can borrow to on-lend to small businesses over the next few
years. It was encouraging that for the first time in the 28-year history of the Bank
the private sector took up $4,000,000 of those bonds.

The Board approved a new strategic plan for 2005 to 2009 and a new Staff Training
Policy aimed at making the bank staff more qualified, more efficient, more customer
friendly, and its portfolio more diversified and relevant by introducing new products
particularly aimed at cottage industries, women, and youth entrepreneurs.

My special thanks go to Board Members who continue to serve enthusiastically
without any remuneration and the management and staff who have generally
demonstrated cooperation and professionalism in carrying out their duties.

K. Neville Adderley
CHAIRMAN

CHAIRMAN’S REPORT

K� NK� NK� NK� NK� NEVILLEEVILLEEVILLEEVILLEEVILLE

AAAAADDERLEYDDERLEYDDERLEYDDERLEYDDERLEY
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BANK PROFILE
The Bahamas Development Bank, a wholly-
owned Government institution, was
established in 1974 by an Act of Parliament.
It became operational on July 21, 1978, with
its office at Rawson Square on Bay Street,
just across the street from the historic
Houses of Parliament.

Our principal functions are to:
• Promote industrial, agricultural and
commercial development;

• Facilitate participation in approved
economic enterprises;

• Stimulate and enhance the economic
development of The Bahamas

• Finance economically viable projects that:
a. Create employment
b. Utilize Bahamian materials and resources
c. Reduce imports and increase exports
d. Introduce new technology
e. Promote prosperity for all Bahamians

The Bank provides funding for the
following sectors:
• Agriculture

• Fisheries

• Manufacturing

• Services

• Tourism

• Transportation

The Bank provides funding for the
following projects/activities:
• Construction: expansion and/or
modification of structures;

• Purchase of moveable fixed assets, for
example machinery and equipment (new and
used)

• Permanent working capital, as part of the
project under consideration

• Rehabilitation of existing enterprises.
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FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

SUMMARY
Despite a modest ����� growth in loan receivables�

gross and net interest income grew by 	
� and ���

respectively over the period under review�

Liquidations and loan restructurings were the main

drivers of interest income in ���� coupled with

expense and net loss reductions�

Through a consistent program of increased supervision� public education�

account restructurings� and loan liquidations� the Bank’s non�performing

ratio declined from ��� to �� —  an 		 percentage point decline�

Consequently� provisioning expense declined by �
� from $���� million to

just under $���� million� These factors contributed to generating positive

operational cash flows of just over $���� million and a ��� improvement in

net operating results�

Other expenses grew by just over 	� (exclusive of loan receivables provision)

to $��
� million�

LENDING ACTIVITY
Lending activity remained strong throughout the year� $
�� million in new

loans were approved� while $�� million was disbursed� As at December �	�

un�disbursed loan commitments totaling $	�
 million dollars remained

pending�

Managing Director's Report

George E� RodgersGeorge E� RodgersGeorge E� RodgersGeorge E� RodgersGeorge E� Rodgers
� Managing Director
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The Bank achieved a modest �� increase in its loan portfolio — despite

significant resolutions of non�performing assets�

Services and fishing projects demanded ��� of all disbursements made

during ����� The agriculture and manufacturing sectors accounted for less

than 	�� of disbursements� Regional lending remained balanced relative to

population distribution� The Northern Bahamas (Grand Bahama� Abaco�

Bimini� and the Berry Islands) received ����� of disbursements� which totaled

$��� million� The Central Bahamas received ���
�� and the Southern Bahamas

received �
��

TREASURY AND FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Through prudent management of resources and credit commitments� we averted

tight liquidity situations� All sinking fund requirements� repayment commitments and

loan disbursement obligations were met as contracted�

In ����� BDB completed its drawdown on the $�� million NIB Bond issue

with a $	 million drawdown� We also issued $� million ���� Series CBDB

bonds resulting in a $� million cash flow injection to support the Bank’s on�

lending activities� Net losses were funded by way of a $	��� million equity

injection�

At year end� total cash balances stood at approximately $��
 million (	�� of

total assets) and disbursement commitments at year end totaled $	�
� million�
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ENTREPRENEURIAL TRAINING ACTIVITIES AND

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
We are mandated and committed to developing entrepreneurs throughout this

archipelago� To fulfill this obligation� we established the Business Advisory Services

Unit� This new unit was instituted to provide training and consultancy services to

the Bank’s customers� During the year in review� the Bank conducted four seminars�

training some �� entrepreneurs in areas of Accounting and Record�keeping� Small

Business Management and Marketing�

We also assisted a number of Bahamian entrepreneurs in improving their

operations through on�site delivery of consultancy services in Accounting

and Marketing� Customers in Grand Bahama and Abaco have benefited from

this program�

In Nassau we established a Small Business Resource Center� This facility is

open to the public and contains materials useful to small business owners�

managers and potential entrepreneurs�

CBB = Central Bank of The Bahamas
CDB = Carribbean Development Bank
IDB = Inter-America Development Bank
EDF = European Development Fund
NIB = National Insurance Board
BAI = British American Insurance
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VISIT TO WASHINGTON, D.C.
In August� under the leadership of the Chairman of the Board� the Bank

dispatched a delegation to Washington D�C� The team’s mission was

threefold: 	) to study the small business support infrastructure with a view

improving BDB’s delivery mechanisms� �) to identify opportunities for

cooperation between BDB and US Agencies that would be of mutual benefit

to our respective efforts to support SME’s� and �) identify possible funding

sources that could be accessible by Bahamian citizens�

Emerging from the visit were several ideas that are now being evaluated for

future consideration� These ideas we believe will lead to new processes�

products and opportunities for entrepreneurs in the not�too�distant future�
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BDB AND BAIC JOINT STRATEGY
Effective May ��� ����� the government made a strategic decision to merge

the Business Services Division of the Bahamas Industrial and Agricultural

Corporation (BAIC) with that of the Bahamas Development Bank (BDB)�In

this regard� five employees of BAIC were seconded to the BDB� The increased

human resources expanded the Bank’s ability to monitor existing accounts

in order to recognize and cure SME projects with potential problems quickly�

The move was also made to increase the Bank’s competence in formulating

new products to facilitate the start�up and growth of SME’s� as well as to

boost the range and scope of the accounting and business advisory services

launched by the Bank�
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BDB Invest in Bottle Water Plant

Arthur’s Town, Cat Island

Oasis Springs Refreshing Water - located in Arthur's Town, Cat Island is a
Reverse Osmosis Water Facility where Mr. Derence Rolle serves as President/
CEO and Financial Controller and Mrs. Thomasina Rolle-Wilson, as Vice-
President, Technology and Quality Control Manager. Mr. Rolle, aside from
this venture, is also an Economist and an Attorney-at-Law. Mrs. Wilson works
as a Deputy Director with the Department of Environmental Health Services
within the Ministry of Health and Environment in New Providence. She has

been a civil servant for more
than 23 years; 12 of which
she served in the Ministry of
Agriculture and Fisheries. In
the early 1990's, she studied
Environmental Management
in Edinburgh Scotland where
she obtained a Master of
Science Degree in
Environmental Protection
and Management. She is
currently responsible for the
training and information
technology transfer in waste
management and other
related areas throughout the
Bahamas.

Mrs. Rolle-Wilson was asked what lured her to this particular service, more
particularly to the Island of Cat Island. She expounded on the fact that, since
Cat Island is more south-centrally located, it made an excellent choice for
the production and distribution of services to the southern islands.
Additionally, she felt that it was also important for the economic growth of
the island itself. She also said that elaborate thought and planning ensued
prior to the establishment of the business. The decision to provide the service
of bottled water to the local community, was based on a number of factors;
(1) This particular service was not offered at the time; (2) Visual assessments
revealed large amounts of bottled water were being transported from Nassau
to Cat Island via the mail boats; and (3) A feasibility study that was done
sometime in 2002. These factors along with the impacts of the environmental
(such as bad weather), and non-environmental constraints (loss of bottles in
transport, the high cost of freight and local transportation in getting the
water to the local community), made Cat Island a compelling choice for the
birth of Oasis Springs Refreshing Water.
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Currently Mr. Rolle and Mrs. Wilson as partners employ three workers
including a driver/distributor, and two laboratory technicians. Although
the facility is still relatively young, distribution is not limited to the people
of Cat Island but they have also included Cockburn Town, San Salvador as
a distribution point. In the near future, they have plans to expand their
market to include other southern islands that are in close proximity to
Cat Island including Rum Cay, Long Island and Exuma, and eventually Inagua.
They anticipate they would become the premiere choice of bottled water
for the entire southern Bahamas. They also anticipate that after some
needed expansion of the plant, they would soon begin processing ice for
the island, as this uses basically the same process as the water purification.

Mrs. Rolle-Wilson emphasizes that the Bank exercises due process in the
granting of loans to their clients. She is grateful for the assistance and
support that was given when she applied for the loan. The bank is also
consistent in their follow-up process, in that, they visit the plant from time
to time to ensure that the project is progressing in the anticipated direction.

BDB Finances Limousine Transport to Serve

Emerald Bay Four Seasons

Great Exuma

The Bahamas Development Bank has made it a prime focus to become
involved with the provision of capital to assist projects in the Family Islands
that are linked to our tourism sector. With this in mind, Exuma Transit
Services Limited, located on the picturesque island of Great Exuma, can
be hailed as a testament. Based on information from the present operations
manager, Ms. Franquis Cartwright, Exuma Transit Services was formed in
November 2003 to meet the demands of the newly opened Four Seasons
Resort on the island of Great Exuma. Their motto states “We are here to
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take care of all your transportation needs.” The company knows how
important it is to feel comfortable while moving around the island; whether
one is on vacation or a returning resident. Their aim is to arrange a friendly,
efficient, and safe transfer for their clients. Exuma Transit Services boast
about their efficiency and quality service as their seasoned courteous
professionals are complemented with a fleet of approximately thirty- eight
vehicles offering a variety of choices. Potential clients can also view the
company's fare sheet within each vehicle in their fleet. They cater to various
budgets and preferences. The company knows how valuable its clients' time
is and makes it their aim to get you -the client-to your final destination
hassle free in a timely and relaxing fashion. The final goal of Exuma Transit
Services is to get you to where you want to go as safely as they can. Their
vehicles are maintained on a timely basis to assist in keeping the client safe
and providing a hassle free trip to and from your destination.

If you are ever planning a trip to Exuma, please contact Ms. Franquisha
Cartwright or the friendly staff at Exuma Transit at 1-242-345-0232/1/3 or
at their e-mail-www.exumatransitservices.com for all your transportation
needs.

Powerboat Adventures—Captain Nigel

Bower

Ship Channel Cay in the Exumas

Powerboat Adventures is a
Bahamian Company that opened
its doors in 1989 with a 30’ Scarab
vessel salvaged from the Bahamas
Defence Force by Captain Nigel
Bower who is the sole owner.
During the first year Mr. Bower ran
some 89 trips and knew that he
had an original idea that tourists
enjoyed. Following this, he
embarked on a voyage to secure a
boat that was capable of handling
rougher seas and carrying more
passengers –in turn he purchased

his next addition to his fleet– a three engine Midnite Express with the capability
of accommodating 18 passengers. This vessel assisted with pushing the
company forward for the next five years resulting in its continued growth as
the company grew by 10% in revenue every year to the point that they were
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able to build their first new boat which was a 40’ performance Powerboat
although they were on a “shoe string budget”( as stated by Capt. Bower).
The company continues to strive and capture market acceptance due to
good service and word of mouth. With internet advances coming fully on
stream, the company embarked on marketing its product with an online
reservation service, capturing guests’ interest from abroad. Locally, sales
associates were utilized to drum up additional demand for the company’s
service. In 1999 the company realized overwhelming demand, which signaled
the need for another boat. This was in spite of additional competition that
had now entered the market. To meet this need for a new boat, a third boat
was constructed and added to the company’s fleet with a carrying capacity
of 60 passengers, and would assist with excursions between Nassau and the
Exumas. With this addition the company was still constantly plagued with
cancellations due to rough seas, rising fuel costs and mechanical problems
with outboards, at this point Captain Bower went back to the drawing board
to find and build the ideal vessel for the present condition and times.  According
to Captain Bower, “after three years of hard work and the incredible assistance
from The Bahamas Development Bank they were able to commission the M/
V New horizon—a 60’ Powerboat with three diesel engines and jet drive
propulsion”. With this addition that has only been in operation for about a
month—the company has already experienced a difference in their bottom-
line. This new addition is pegged to take the company forward into new
frontiers and act as a catalyst to keep Powerboat Adventures as a frontline
tourism company of The Bahamas.
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Business Information Centre (BIC) Opens

During the year, the Bank implemented a Business Information Centre (BIC),
which is housed in its premises on Cable Beach. Under the auspices of the
Business Advisory Services Unit (BASU), this resource library provides
literary and computer aides in almost all aspects of business opportunities,
business start-ups, business plans, marketing, pricing, accounting and record-
keeping, etc.

Other services provided include:

- Free assistance and support for new and existing business enterprises.

- Technological support via access to a computer with software, printer and
copier

- Business counseling and advice

- Seminars, workshops and cohorts

- A courteous, knowledgeable and skilled staff is on hand to respond to all
queries or to refer clients for more detailed and technical information.
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STAFF MEMBERS

AS AT DECEMBER 31, 2005
ABACO BRANCH

Loran Coleby
Kimberley Rolle

FREEPORT BRANCH
Marsha Moncur
Ophelia Rolle
Justin Sturrup

NASSAU BRANCH
Trevor Adderley

Larry Alcime

John Archer

Elizabeth Armbrister

Benjamin Bailey

Lenora Bethel

Carolyn Bonimy

Steine Campbell

Linda Carey

Tracey Culmer

Debbieann Darville

Brenda Delancy

Jerome Ferguson

Beryl Gibson

Jazel Hall

Annamae Hamilton

Alonzo Hinsey

Claudia Knowles

Jerome Mackey

Dale McHardy

Don Major

George Miller

Paul Moxey

Catherine Patton

Donna Pratt

Latoya Pratt

Anita Ramsey

George Rodgers

Floretta Rolle

Tadnisha Saunders

Timika Sherman

Gurth Smith

Andrew Stanford

Valerea Swain�Miller

Gidget Bullard�Turnquest

Lamont Wallace

Anthony Woodside

Barbaramae Young
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The notes on pages 25 to 37 form an integral part of these financial statements.
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